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SUMMARY: (S"
SEVERAL TALIBAN LEADERS LIVING IN
PAKISTAN CONTROL ATTACKS DIRECTED TOWARDS THE EASTERN ZONE OF
AFGHANISTAN. RECENT ACTIONS BY THESE PERSONALITIES INDICATES AN

SECRET-
INCREASED OPERATIONAL ACTIVITY IN AFGHANISTAN.

1. (S) (b)(2) SEVERAL KEY PERSONALITIES PARTICIPATE IN
ATTACKS IN NORTH EASTERN AFGHANISTAN, MOST NOTABLY IN THE PROVINCES
OF LAGHMAN, NANGARHAR, AND KONAR. FRAGMENTED BIOGRAPHICAL AND
OPERATIONAL INFORMATION, ALONG WITH APRIL 2006 ACTIVITIES OF THESE
KEY PERSONALITIES IN AFGHANISTAN (AF) AND PAKISTAN (PK), ARE AS
FOLLOWS--

A. (S) (b)(2) MULLAH TAJ MIR (NLN): MULLAH TAJ MIR IS
ORIGINALLY FROM GHAZNI PROVINCE, AF, AND CURRENTLY RESIDES NEAR THE
PARACHINAR, AF, BORDER, IN HANGU, PK (CNA). FORMERLY THE TALIBAN
NANGARHAR CHIEF OF INTELLIGENCE HE NOW IS IN CHARGE OF TALIBAN
INTELLIGENCE FOR THE EAST ZONE AFGHAN PROVINCES OF LAGHMAN,
NANGARHAR, AND KONAR. APPROXIMATELY EVERY 15 DAYS, MULLAH TAJ MIR
TRAVELS TO KARKHANU IN PESHAWAR, PK, TO THE PIRANU MOSQUE TO HOLD A
TALIBAN MEETING. HIS PHONE NUMBER IS 05005882720. NFI.

B. (S) (b)(2) SADR IBRAHIM (NLN): SADR IBRAHIM IS
ORIGINALLY FROM KANDAHAR PROVINCE, AF. HE CURRENTLY LIVES IN
CHARSADA, IN PESHAWAR, PK. HE IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE TALIBAN ARMY IN
PESHAWAR AND FROM THERE GIVES ORDERS TO TALIBAN MEMBERS FOR
ANTI-COALITION PLANS TO BE EXECUTED IN AFGHANISTAN. HIS PHONE NUMBER
IS 0300384549. NFI.

C. (S) (b)(2) SADR IBRAHIM ALSO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR
DISTRIBUTING MONTHLY STIPENDS TO REGIONAL TALIBAN LEADERS INVOLVED IN
ANTI-COALITION ACTIVITIES IN AFGHANISTAN. BETWEEN 7 AND 12 APRIL
2006, SADR IBRAHIM DISTRIBUTED THE MONEY TO THE FOLLOWING
INDIVIDUALS--

(1). (S) (b)(2) ANWARUL HAQ MUJAHED (NLN): IN CHARGE OF
TALIBAN ACTIVITIES IN NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF. HE RECEIVED 600,000
PAKISTANI RUPEES (APPROX 10,000 USD). NFI.

(2). (S) (b)(2) HABIB ZAI: FROM NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF.
HE RECEIVED 400,000 PAKISTANI RUPEES (APPROX 6,666 USD). NFI.

(3). (S) (b)(2) MAULAWI IZZATULLAH: IN CHARGE OF
TALIBAN ACTIVITIES IN LAGHMAN PROVINCE, AF. HE RECEIVED 600,000
PAKISTANI RUPEES (APPROX 10,000 USD). NFI.

(4). (S) (b)(2) MAULAWI NAJIBULLAH: IN CHARGE OF
TALIBAN ACTIVITIES IN KONAR PROVINCE, AF. HE RECEIVED 600,000
PAKISTANI RUPEES (APPROX 10,000 USD). NFI.

(5). (S) (b)(2) MAULAWI DOOST MOHAMMAD: IN CHARGE OF
TALIBAN ACTIVITIES IN NURUSTAN PROVINCE, AF. HE RECEIVED 400,000
PAKISTANI RUPEES (APPROX 6,666 USD). NFI.

(6). (S) (b)(2) MAULAWI TOWHA, AKA KHALID: IN CHARGE OF
TALIBAN ACTIVITIES IN KABOL PROVINCE, AF. HE RECEIVED 1,000,000
PAKISTANI RUPEES (APPROX 16,666 USD). NFI.

D. **MAULAWI SAID RAHMAN (NLN): CURRENT TALIBAN MEMBER, AND FORMER TALIBAN AMBASSADOR TO PAKISTAN, WAS ARRESTED ON 5 APRIL 2006, AT 1700 HOURS. MAULAWI SAID RAHMAN WAS ARRESTED IN NAGUMAN (CNA), PK, NEAR PESHAWAR, BY THE PAKISTANI INTER-SERVICES INTELLIGENCE DIRECTORATE (ISID).** NFI.

E. **ABDULLAH ((HAQQANI)): ABDULLAH HAQQANI IS THE SON OF CT TARGET JALALUDDIN ((HAQQANI)), AND IS APPROXIMATELY 18 YEARS OLD. ABDULLAH IS CURRENTLY STUDYING IN A MADRASSA. NFI.**

F. **ABDULLAH ((HAQQANI)): THIS ABDULLAH IS NOT RELATED TO THE HAQQANI FAMILY, RATHER HE IS A GRADUATE OF A HAQQANI MADRASSA IN ACURA HATAQ (CNA), PK. ACURA HATAQ IS SOMEWHERE BETWEEN PESHAWAR AND ISLAMABAD. HE IS ORIGINALLY FROM PAKTIA PROVINCE, AF.** NFI.

G. **MAULAWI ANWARUL HAQ MUJAHED (NLN): MAULAWI ANWARUL HAQ IS THE SON OF MAULAWI YUNIS KHALIS (NLN) AND IS ORIGINALLY FROM KHOGYANI DISTRICT, NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF. HE IS THE SUCCESSOR OF THE DECEASED MAULAWI NOOR MOHAMMAD (NLN), AS THE LEADER FOR TALIBAN MEMBERS IN NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF. MAULAWI ANWARUL HAQ CURRENTLY LIVES IN SHAMSHATO CAMP, PAKISTAN. HIS PHONE NUMBER IS 03205225441. NFI.**

H. **ASSAN KHAHN (NLN): ASSAN KHAHN IS THE SON OF BOZ MOHAMMAD (NLN), AND IS ORIGINALLY FROM THE MAR KHANI VILLAGE IN VALLEY SALEMAN KHIL, IN PACHIR WA AGAM DISTRICT, NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF. ASSAN KHAHN IS THE BROTHER-IN-LAW OF TALIBAN COMMANDER ILYAS ((KHHEL)) AND QARI BAHDER (NLN). NFI.**

1. **CIRCA NOVEMBER 2005, ASSAN KHAHN GAVE A LAND MINE TO HIS BROTHER, SHER ASKHAN (NLN). SHER ASKHAN TOOK THE MINE TO ASSOCIATE AND AFGHAN NATIONAL DIRECTORATE FOR SECURITY (NDS) OFFICER NAIB KHAN (NLN) IN THE PACHIR WA AGAM DISTRICT, AF. NAIB KHAN WAS TO PLACE THE MINE STRATEGICALLY AGAINST THE PROVINCIAL RECONSTRUCTION TEAM (PRT) IN PACHIR WA AGAM.** NFI.

2. **THE MINE WAS SUCCESSFULLY DETONATED AGAINST THE PRT, AND NAIB KHAN AND ASSAN KHAHN WERE ARRESTED. ASSAN KHAHN HAD TRAVELLED TO PACHIR WA AGAM TO RECEIVE A POST-ACTION BRIEFING WHEN HE WAS APPREHENDED WITH NAIB KHAN. SHER ASKHAN WAS NOT APPREHENDED. NFI.**

3. **DUE TO NAIB KHAN'S NDS AFFILIATION, A BRIBE WAS PAID AND BOTH NAIB KHAN AND ASSAN KHAHN WERE RELEASED. NAIB KHAN STIL HOLD HIS POSITION IN THE AFGHAN NDS. ILYAS KHHEL GAVE
300,000 PAKISTANI RUPEES (APPROX 5,000 USD) TO ASSAN KHAN TO BUY A GIFT FOR THE NANGARHAR PROVINCE NDS AS A SIGN OF GRATITUDE FOR THE RELEASE OF THE TWO.

I. (S\(b\)(2) TALIBAN COMMANDER QARI BAHDER: ON 8 APRIL 2006 QARI BAHDER TRAVELED TO CAMBU (CNA), IN KHOGYANI DISTRICT, NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF, VIA INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN BY THE AFOREMENTIONED NAIB KHAN. QARI BAHDER SPENT THE NIGHT IN CAMBU, AT THE HOME OF SHER SHAH (NLN). THE FOLLOWING NIGHT, QARI BAHDER SPENT THE NIGHT AT THE HOME OF MALIK BAI (NLN), IN CAMBU.

(1). (S\(b\)(2) ON 10 APRIL 2006, QARI BAHDER TRAVELED TO GANDOW WAZIR, KHOGYANI DISTRICT, NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF, AND SPENT EIGHT DAYS IN THAT VILLAGE. ON 18 APRIL 2006, QARI BAHDER RETURNED TO CAMBU, TO THE HOME OF MALIK BAI.

(2). (S\(b\)(2) ON 19 APRIL 2006, THE FORMER GOVERNMENT OF AFGHANISTAN (GOA) DISTRICT CHIEF FOR KHOGYANI DISTRICT, MALIK MOHAMMAD OMAR (NLN), SENT A CAR FOR QARI BAHDER TO TAKE HIM TO ZAWA VILLAGE, NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF.

(3). (S\(b\)(2) ON 21 APRIL 2006, QARI BAHDER USED THE SAME VEHICLE TO TRAVEL TO SEE NAIB KHAN AND TRAVELED TO THE AREAS OF SHAH BAI AND PANEK ZAI, IN NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF.

J. (S\(b\)(2) MULLAH OBAIDLULLAH (NLN): MULLAH OBAIDLULLAH WAS THE FORMER TALIBAN DEFENSE MINISTER, AND CURRENTLY LIVES IN QUETTA, PAKISTAN. NFI.

K. (S\(b\)(2) MOHAMMAD RAHIM (NLN): MOHAMMAD RAHIM IS THE SON OF MAHMOOR JAMAL, AND HE IS ORIGINALLY FROM CHAPARHAR DISTRICT, NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF. MOHAMMAD RAHIM WAS FORMERLY A DRIVER AND FINANCIAL ADVISOR FOR OSAMA BIN LADIN. HE CURRENTLY WORKS WITH ARABS INVOLVED IN ANTI-COALITION ACTIVITIES AND LIVES ON JAM ROAD IN PESHAWAR, PK. NFI.

L. (S\(b\)(2) ON 16 APRIL 2006, MAULAWI FAZAL (RABI), MAULAWI AQEL KHAN (NLN), AND QARI MUSHFEQ (NLN), TRAVELED TO PACHIR AWAGAM DISTRICT, NANGARHAR PROVINCE, AF, FOR ANTI-COALITION ATTACKS.
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